Mutare Voice

TM

Law Firms
Effortless Voice Messaging for Attorneys, Clients
and Legal Professionals
Legal professionals spend a lot of time on the phone –
discussing strategy, negotiating with opponents and updating

Features
•

Call completion with notification

inefficient tool where up to 80% of client calls go to voicemail.

•

Speech to text transcription and analytics tools

Voice spam and robocalls only exacerbate the problem of

•

Auto-attendant automatically and professionally
answers and routes calls

billable hours, undermines responsive service and frustrates

•

Spam filter blocks annoying voice spam and robocalls

clients.

•

Integration with Microsoft Exchange / Outlook 365,
Salesforce and other CRMs

•

Full reporting suite with call history, call volume, routing
history; all data is secure and encrypted

•

Secure web portal for easy administration and
personalization

•

Integrates with existing IT structure and can scale
efficiently and affordably

•

Active directory synchronization

clients on new developments. But the telephone can be an

missed calls, and result in digital distraction that chips away at

Whether you are a small practice, or a large firm, effective
and responsive communications are essential to delivering
the kind of personal service that wins new business and builds
loyalty. Mutare Voice digitally transforms client voicemail into
email and text messages that you can quickly assess, prioritize
and delegate to operate more efficiently. With the built-in
spam filter, you will reduce voice spam and robocalls for improved productivity and higher average billings.

Benefits
•

Maintain professional presence any time and anywhere

•

Better manage workload and get back time to focus on
urgent cases

•

Improves client intake process for prospective clients

•

Boost billable time

•

Improve client service

Get the message.

mutare.com
Technical Overview
Mutare Voice is a .NET application that utilizes SIP connectivity for call coverage and supports multi-channel notification
methods for message delivery. Mutare voice can be deployed
on premise or hosted in Mutare’s cloud and is available as a
stand-alone application for any voice platform (Avaya, Cisco,
Mitel, etc.). When deployed on premise, a customer provided
Windows server is required.
Mutare Voice includes interactive voice response technology
that enables the system to answer calls and play announcement prompts to callers and interacts with other systems in
the enterprise, including Mutare’s giSTT™ transcription service. The giSTT speech to text transcription service is typically

worked together to scale to support any size enterprise.
Deployments can be configured to be highly resilient with
geo-redundancy, load balancing, fail over and high availability
configurations. Mutare has a port configuration tool that can
be used when designing systems to calculate the number of
servers and ports for any given configuration.
Mutare Voice uses IP network connections to interact with other systems in the enterprise or cloud, including Mutare’s giSTT
transcription service, email, SMS services, instant messaging
services, Active Directory and data dips into 3rd party databases for data appending.

hosted in Mutare’s cloud, but can be installed on an appliance

Mutare Voice can interface to traditional voicemail servers via

behind a firewall.

IMAP4 access to copy, convert and deliver voice messages

The interface to voice telephone systems is through the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP). SIP integration requires that the
inbound call contains the Caller ID, the Called Number and
the SIP Diversion Header to be passed during the call.

left in a traditional voicemail box. Deliveries include control
links to manage reading and deleting voice messages to make
traditional voicemail box management easier for the small
percentage of users who may still require some aspects of
traditional voicemail workflow.

Mutare Voice is voice switch agnostic. A Mutare Voice server
can support 100 SIP ports and multiple servers can be net-
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